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HIGHLIGHTS 
 We analyse the morphology of 8,953 overdeepenings mapped beneath the present ice sheets 
 Depth distribution is skewed toward low values, indicating a ‘slowing of growth’ with age 
 Lateral topographic confinement of ice flow appears to enhance overdeepening depth 
 Long-profile asymmetry implicates quarrying as the primary mechanism of erosion 
 Our dataset provides robust support for the presence of bed-profile stabilising feedbacks 
ABSTRACT 
Glacier bed overdeepenings are ubiquitous in glacier systems and likely exert significant influence on 
ice dynamics, subglacial hydrology, and ice stability. Understanding of overdeepening formation and 
evolution has been hampered by an absence of quantitative empirical studies of their location and 
morphology, with process insights having been drawn largely from theoretical or numerical studies. 
To address this shortcoming, we first map the distribution of potential overdeepenings beneath the 
Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets using a GIS-based algorithm that identifies closed-contours in the 
bed topography and then describe and analyse the characteristics and metrics of a subset of 
overdeepenings that pass further quality control criteria. Overdeepenings are found to be widespread, 
but are particularly associated with areas of topographically laterally constrained ice flow, notably 
near the ice sheet margins where outlet systems follow deeply incised troughs. Overdeepenings also 
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occur in regions of topographically unconstrained ice flow (for example, beneath the Siple Coast ice 
streams and on the Greenland continental shelf). Metrics indicate that overdeepening growth is 
generally allometric and that topographic confinement of ice flow in general enhances overdeepening 
depth. However, overdeepening depth is skewed towards shallow values – typically 200 to 300 m – 
indicating that the rate of deepening slows with overdeepening age. This is reflected in a decline in 
adverse slope steepness with increasing overdeepening planform size. Finally, overdeepening long-
profiles are found to support headward quarrying as the primary factor in overdeepening 
development. These observations support proposed negative feedbacks related to hydrology and 
sediment transport that stabilise overdeepening growth through sedimentation on the adverse slope 
but permit continued overdeepening planform enlargement by processes of headward erosion. 
Keywords: glacial erosion, landscape evolution, overdeepening, geomorphology, ice sheet 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Closed topographic depressions in the beds of present and former ice masses – also known as 
‘overdeepenings’ – are an implicit feature of glaciated landscapes (e.g. Linton, 1963; Cook and Swift, 
2012). Arguably, process understanding of overdeepening formation and significance has been 
disadvantaged by an absence of quantitative empirical studies of their distribution and morphology 
(Cook and Swift, 2012; Patton et al., 2015), which contrasts sharply with the availability of empirical 
data for other subglacial phenomena, such as drumlins (Clark et al., 2009). Awareness of this 
landform type is growing, most notably because the reverse-bed gradients created by overdeepenings 
are known to reduce subglacial drainage system transmissivity (e.g. Creyts and Clarke, 2010), thus 
affecting ice-bed coupling and basal sliding, and known to dispose marine-terminating outlet glacier 
systems to rapid, episodic retreat (e.g. Weertman, 1974; Thomas, 1979; Jamieson et al., 2012; Nick et 
al., 2009; Schoof, 2007). In addition, the amplitude and wavelength of subglacial topography is 
fundamental to the rate of glacier sliding because basal drag is sensitive to obstacle scale and, in 
particular, slope (Schoof, 2005). A dearth of empirical data not only hampers our ability to build 
generalised views of overdeepening origin and evolution, but also our ability to develop and test 
numerical models that couple glacial and landscape processes. 
Overdeepenings are found in a wide variety of contexts, including glacier troughs and trough 
confluences (Fig. 1A&B), and beneath glacier and ice stream termini (Fig. 1C; Haeberli et al. 2016; 
Table 1 in Cook and Swift, 2012). The origin of these features has been debated widely. The 
focussing of ice flow, which can occur in troughs and especially at trough confluences, has been 
shown theoretically to increase erosion potential (e.g. Anderson et al., 2006; Kessler et al., 2008; 
Lloyd, 2015). However, the occurrence of overdeepenings in other contexts has focussed attention on 
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the possibility of independent positive feedbacks that promote focussed, deep erosion of the bed 
(illustrated in Fig. 2) (Cook and Swift, 2012). Hooke (1991) proposed that overdeepenings might 
initiate because bed irregularities cause crevassing at the ice surface that should enhance the quarrying 
rate at these locations via the delivery of large volumes of surface melt to the bed. Hooke (1991) 
further proposed that amplification of the irregularity would further enhance the quarrying rate. 
Others (e.g. Alley et al., 1997; Herman et al., 2011) have emphasised enhanced erosion in the ablation 
zone driven by abundant surface melt motivating fast glacier sliding and fluvioglacial sediment 
flushing. Chains of overdeepenings have been suggested to arise from lithological variabilities that 
produce suitable initial bed irregularities (e.g. Glasser et al., 1998) but also wave-like instabilities in 
ice flow that should result in overdeepenings with regular spacing and amplitude (Mazo, 1989). 
 
Figure 1. Overdeepenings in valley glacier and in ice sheet outlet glacier contexts. A and B. Cartoon showing 
modification of a fluvial valley long-profile by glacial erosion, producing overdeepened basins. C. 
Overdeepenings in the bed of an outlet glacier in NW Greenland (redrawn from Morlighem et al., 2014). The 
location of the profile is shown in the inset. A large overdeepening extends some 30 km beneath the ice from the 
ice front and contains numerous ‘nested’ overdeepenings (the elevation axis is greatly exaggerated to show the 
bed topography). 
Overdeepenings are able to form in glacier and ice sheet beds because positive ice surface gradients 
permit ice and subglacial water to ascend adverse subglacial slopes. Evacuation of sediment by ice 
and water flow thus permits continued ice-bed erosion and therefore continued enlargement of the 
deepening basin. However, Shreve (1972) and Röthlisberger (1972) observed that adverse slopes 
impose limitations on the flow of subglacial water such that a hydraulically efficient channel that 
ascends an adverse slope that exceeds a threshold relation of around 1.6 times the ice surface slope 
will begin to close (the exact value is dependent on the parameters used; see Werder (2016)). Hooke 
(1991) proposed that this feedback should stabilise overdeepening development by restricting the 
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transport of sediment by water and thus depositing a layer of till. Subsequent theoretical work (Alley 
et al., 1998, 2003; Creyts and Clarke, 2010) has supported the proposed importance of this feedback, 
and observations of overdeepening basal water pressures at near-overburden pressure (see Cook and 
Swift, 2012) support a switch in drainage transmissivity. Unfortunately, examination of the adverse 
bed slope to ice surface slope relation for Quaternary overdeepenings is unlikely to provide significant 
insight into their formation because (a) the ice geometry relevant to the period of formation cannot be 
known and (b) high water pressures and sediment deposition in overdeepenings reduces drag exerted 
by the bed (Cook and Swift 2012), leading to a flattening of the ice surface above (cf. Haeberli et al. 
2016). Further, theoretical work by Werder et al. (2016) shows that the aforementioned threshold 
relation only represents the lower limit of the threshold at which channel closure occurs.  
 
Figure 2. Schematics summarising key processes likely involved in overdeepening initiation and growth 
(redrawn from Cook and Swift, 2012). Each schematic shows ice thickness and bedrock topography along the 
glacier centre-line and it is assumed that there are no tributaries or confluences. Ice flow is right-to-left and 
dashed lines below the glacier bed indicate time horizons during evolution of the bed. Graphs inset above each 
schematic indicate relative ice velocity and (where relevant) the flux of sediment in glacial versus fluvioglacial 
pathways. A. Glacier mass balance requires that ice velocity should vary down glacier, and should peak roughly 
beneath the equilibrium line (EL); if glacial erosion scales with velocity, this is where overdeepening might be 
expected. B. Without sufficient sediment evacuation, erosional products would accumulate and protect the bed, 
causing erosion to cease. C. The importance of sediment flushing by subglacially routed surface melt predicts 
that erosion potential is low beneath the accumulation area and then increases rapidly downglacier of the EL 
because the flux of subglacial meltwater increases. This suggests a downglacier-shift in the locus of 
overdeepening. D. Hydrological and ice velocity feedbacks (see main text) predict that erosion should be 
promoted at the overdeepening head and discouraged on the adverse slope, leading to an asymmetric 
overdeepening form that is deepest near the overdeepening head. E. Multiple overdeepenings and complex 
spatial patterns of erosion beneath an outlet glacier system resulting from variation in climate and lithology (see 
Cook and Swift, 2012). 
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To stimulate new observational studies and the development of numerical ice-erosion models (e.g. 
Egholm et al., 2012), we present an overview of overdeepening distribution and morphology beneath 
the present ice sheets, and examine how large quantitative datasets on overdeepening characteristics 
might inform our understanding of overdeepening origin and evolution. To achieve this aim, we first 
use an automated GIS-based approach described by Patton et al. (2015) to map overdeepenings in 
published bed-topography datasets for Greenland and Antarctica, and then apply strict quality control 
criteria to the mapped dataset prior to the analysis of a range of overdeepening metrics. We do not 
map overdeepenings in formerly glaciated environments because postglacial processes in these 
environments, such as sedimentation and lake formation, tend to obscure overdeepening depth and 
extent (e.g. Preusser et al., 2010). Analyses of mapped overdeepening distribution and morphology 
are used to explore (i) overdeepening distribution and size, including differences between the 
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets that may reflect climatic influences or glacial history, (ii) 
overdeepening morphology, and (iii) controls on overdeepening size and depth, including the 
influence of topographic focussing of ice flow. Our approach yields several important insights and 
these are used to propose a conceptual model of overdeepening formation that may be a useful 
challenge for ice-erosion models.  
2. METHODS & DATA 
Automated GIS methods (Patton et al., 2015) enable rapid and objective delineation and classification 
of closed topographic depressions in very large bed-topography datasets and subsequent extraction of 
metrics that describe overdeepening form. Nonetheless, the level of insight that can be acquired using 
such approaches is clearly limited by the quality of metrics that the source datasets permit, meaning 
strict quality control methods (Patton et al., 2015) were also applied. 
2.1 Overdeepening delineation 
Given that the glaciological parameters necessary for the creation of overdeepenings are unknown, 
and given that existing forms may be relict or actively evolving, the approach taken was to identify 
and map overdeepenings based purely on the morphological expression of the bed topography. GIS-
based ‘fill’ tools offer a convenient means of mapping closed depressions in a landscape, but these 
miss smaller features that are nested within larger glacial or non-glacial basins. The method of Patton 
et al. (2015) therefore delineates overdeepenings using a GIS-based algorithm that tracks changes in 
contour length with distance from initial points of elevation minima (Fig. 3). A sudden increase in 
contour length indicates when a closed depression has been breached, and the method enables one to 
use contour-length to set minimum and maximum limits on overdeepening size. An increase in 
contour length of >90%, which indicates at least a doubling of the depression area, was determined to 
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be an appropriate  threshold for defining the depression perimeter (Patton et al. 2015). By running the 
algorithm iteratively, enclosed (nested) depressions can be mapped (Fig. 3B). Depressions are 
categorised into ‘parent’ and ‘child’ types, with nesting order determined by lip elevation (Fig. 3C).  
 
Figure 3. A–C. Contour-tracking method used to identify nested depressions from a digital elevation model. 
Source: Patton et al. (2015). First, elevation minima were found by applying a zonal statistical tool to areas of 
depression-like topography identified using a terrain analysis mask. Second, depression perimeters were 
determined by measuring the change in contour length between successive contours encountered along a linear 
transect starting at each elevation minimum. Contour lengths along the transect increase in size gradually inside 
the depression and increase rapidly when the depression lip is ‘breached’. D. Cartoon showing the long-profile 
of a subglacial ‘parent’ depression containing nested ‘child’ depressions. Various metrics that describe the form 
of the depression and associated child depressions are defined. Source: Patton et al. (2015).  
2.2 Overdeepening metrics and adverse slope to surface slope relation 
Automated methods (Patton et al., 2015) were used to extract information on overdeepening size and 
form (Fig. 3D), including length, width, and long- and cross-profiles that pass through overdeepening 
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elevation minima (i.e. deepest points) between depression entry and exit points. Depth was measured 
relative to the overdeepening exit point (i.e. lip). Entry and exit points were identified using the 
maximum and minimum ice-surface elevation points that lie above the bounding contour of the 
depression, and the long-profile was determined by calculating the ‘least-cost’ (i.e. deepest) path that 
connects the in- and outflow points to the elevation minimum. This approach is suitable for both 
linear and sinuous or curving overdeepenings where the deepest route through the depression is not a 
straight line. Because ice and water flow are guided strongly by bed topography, this path should 
approximate closely the route taken by ice, water and sediment at the ice sheet bed. The adverse slope 
to surface slope relation was determined using the gradient between the overdeepening deepest point 
and lip and that of the overlying ice surface, the lip position being determined from available data on 
present ice sheet topography (see below). Thus, following Werder (2016), we use the mean surface 
and bed gradient over the whole of the adverse slope. The resolution of the bed topography datasets 
does not permit the calculation of meaningful values for this relation over shorter length scales.  
2.3 Overdeepening shape and context 
Overdeepenings typically develop elongate planforms, with the long-axis oriented in the direction of 
ice flow (e.g. Cook and Swift, 2012). Depression shape and orientation with respect to ice flow 
direction were therefore used as a means to exclude non-glacial features or genuine overdeepenings 
that might have formed under previous ice sheet configurations and are therefore unlikely to be in 
equilibrium with present ice sheet parameters. To achieve this, ‘circular’ depressions were first 
identified. Next, the elongation of the remaining depressions was determined using the mean width of 
each depression, where width is measured perpendicular to the least-cost path at intervals along the 
long-profile. Depressions were classified as ‘elongate’ where their long-profile length exceeded the 
mean width by a factor of two. Additionally, because overdeepenings are typically found in areas of 
focused glacial erosion characterised by trough and fjord incision (Cook and Swift, 2012), depressions 
were also classified as ‘topographically confined’ where the mean relief within a small (20 km) buffer 
of the depression perimeter was found to exceed 500 m (cf. Patton et al., 2015). 
2.4 Study areas, data sets, and quality control 
Current bed-topography datasets for Greenland (Bamber et al., 2013) and Antarctica (Fretwell et al., 
2013) are the products of gridded interpolations between spatially heterogeneous measurements of ice 
thickness obtained from a variety of sources (e.g. Fig. S1). Further, these datasets also include 
topography in adjacent non-glaciated areas that are also derived from a variety of topographic and 
bathymetric sources. The quality of the resulting bed-topography datasets is therefore highly variable 
spatially, and mapped features require robust scrutiny. Alternative bed-topography datasets derived 
using mass conservation are available (e.g. Morlighem et al., 2014) but at present the ability to resolve 
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bed topography with suitable accuracy using this method is limited to fast-flowing glacier systems 
near the ice sheet peripheries. 
2.4.1 Antarctica 
The Bedmap2 data set (Fretwell et al., 2013) uses ice-thickness measurements derived from a variety 
of sources, including: direct airborne radar sounding and seismic measurements; satellite altimetry 
and free-air gravity surveys; and a ‘thin-ice’ model for thinly glaciated areas near the ice-sheet 
margin. The Bedmap2 topography is provided as a 1 km grid but measurements of ice thickness were 
sampled at 5 km, primarily because the distribution of empirical measurements did not warrant a 
higher resolution (Fretwell et al., 2013). Nonetheless, spatial uncertainty remains significant at a 5 km 
resolution, with only 33% of cells containing direct data measurements. Absolute uncertainty in 
subglacial bed elevation varies between ± 66 to ± 1008 m.  
2.4.2 Greenland 
The Greenland dataset (Bamber et al., 2013) is again provided as a 1 km grid, with data sources 
similar to those for the Bedmap2 dataset, though levels of absolute uncertainty in subglacial bed 
elevation are slightly lower at 0 to 150 m. Onshore data are merged with the most recent IBCAO 
(International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean) dataset (Jakobsson et al., 2012). However, poor 
data coverage within fjordal zones results in fjord-bed elevations near glacier grounding-lines being 
underestimated by up to several hundred metres (e.g. Rignot et al., 2015). 
2.4.3 Quality control 
Two levels of quality control were implemented for this study: 
 Overdeepening mapping: Criteria (Patton et al., 2015) were applied to the mapping of 
depressions, both on and offshore (see Section 3.1), to prevent delineation of artefact 
depressions produced by the interpolation method (kriging), as well as to exclude small 
depressions beyond areas of suitable data coverage. As a result, the mapped dataset constitutes 
only depressions with: (1) a minimum depth of 40 m; (2) a maximum perimeter of 2000 km, to 
exclude tectonic basins; and (3) a minimum adverse slope length of 5 km, the resolution of the 
Bedmap2 data (above). 
 Overdeepening morphology: Metrics (see Section 3.2) were obtained only for mapped 
depressions classified as elongate (see above), meaning that this dataset was, by nature, 
restricted to depressions in subglacial locations where information on ice flow direction was 
available. In addition, to ensure high dataset quality, metrics were not obtained for: (1) 
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depressions for which the mean flightline density (Fig. S1C-D) over the entire depression fell 
below 0.11 lines per km; and (2) nested depressions lying inside parent depressions. Hence, 
these depressions occur only in the mapped dataset. Within the metric dataset is the subset of 
depressions classified as topographically confined.  
2.4.4 Ice velocity data 
Ice-surface velocity data required for evaluation of overdeepening elongation with respect to ice flow 
direction (above) was sourced from Rignot et al. (2011) and Joughin et al. (2010) for Antarctica and 
Greenland, respectively. 
3. RESULTS 
 
Figure 4. Closed depressions and their nestings in (A) Antarctica and (B) Greenland. A high-quality version is 
available as supplementary information (Figure S1). 
3.1 Number and distribution of potential overdeepenings 
The mapped dataset (Fig. 4) comprises depressions in both subglacial and submarine contexts. 
Statistics derived from the mapped dataset (Table 1) indicate that ~18% of the Antarctic and ~10% of 
the Greenland continental and shelf areas are overdeepened and that there may be as many as 9,905 
individual subglacial overdeepenings in Antarctica and 3,948 in Greenland. Unsurprisingly, 
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depression distribution to some extent reflects the density of ice-thickness measurements. For 
example, in Antarctica, higher measurement densities over Marie Byrd Land, in the Gamburtsev 
Mountains, and in the Lambert Glacier catchment produce significantly more depressions (Fig. 4A) 
than in other interior areas of the East Antarctic ice sheet. Furthermore, depressions appear to be less 
frequent beneath the major ice shelves in Antarctica as a result of poor bathymetric constraints in 
these areas (Fretwell et al., 2013; Timmermann et al., 2010). In Greenland, the greater number of 
depressions mapped within the Jakobshavn Isbræ catchment (Fig. 4B) reflects the dense array of ice-
thickness measurements here (Fig. S1). Conversely, there is a notable absence of depressions in some 
fjordal regions, especially to the north of Uummannaq Fjord in the West and to the south of 
Ammassalik Island in the East, where incorrect fjord bed elevations (see 2.4.2) have been adjusted 
manually (Bamber et al. 2013) to match ice thickness-derived ice-bed elevations. 
Table 1: Number and area of depressions in Antarctica and Greenland 
 Antarctica Greenland 
 km2 x 106 number % of total km2 x 106 number % of total 
Total land area mapped 
(including shelf) 
16.45 - - 3.45 - - 
All depressions
1 4.90 - - 0.54 - - 
Mapped dataset (Fig. 4)
2 3.02 9905 100 0.35 3948 100 
- Parent depressions only As above 6290 63.5 As above 2663 67.5 
- Parent depressions containing 
nested depressions  
- 2536 25.6 - 968 24.5 
Metric dataset (Fig. 7)
3 - 764 12.1 - 335 12.6 
- Topographically confined only - 367 5.8 - 111 4.2 
Metric dataset by ice sheet 
thermal regime 
      
- Warm (cold) depressions only - 225 (162) - - n/a - 
- Topographically confined warm 
(cold) depressions only 
- 52 (106) - - n/a - 
1 Includes tectonic depressions (i.e. with perimeters > 2000 km; see text); not quality controlled 
2 Excludes tectonic depressions and depressions that do not meet other mapping criteria (see text); includes 
nested depressions 
3 Excludes nested depressions, depressions that are not elongate in the ice flow direction, and depressions that 
do not meet other quality control criteria (see text) 
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‘Tectonic’ depressions (i.e. those with perimeters > 2000 km) are shown in Figure 5. These are 
associated with known rift systems, or, in Greenland, with the isostatically depressed landscape 
beneath the centre of the ice sheet (Fig. 5B). In Antarctica, these depressions are associated with the 
West Antarctic Rift System and smaller Lambert Graben, as well as with two large extensional basins, 
the Wilkes and Aurora Subglacial Basins (Fig. 5A). In Greenland, the second and smaller of only two 
large depressions occurs beneath the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream (Fig. 5B) in a geologically 
complex region situated on the western boundary of the Caledonian orogeny, which is an area 
subjected to extension during north Atlantic rifting (Strachan, 1994). These large depressions have 
undoubtedly been exploited and modified by flowing ice but are either known to have originated 
tectonically or are sufficiently large and complex such as to exclude a wholly glacial origin. It is 
notable that in Antarctica the majority of deep (>850 m) depressions are found within rift systems and 
their associated catchments (Fig. 5A), but in Greenland they occur mainly in the passively uplifted 
high-elevation East Greenland mountain range (Fig. 5B) (Swift et al., 2008).  
 
Figure 5. Probable tectonic basins (i.e. with perimeter >2000 km) across Antarctica (A) and Greenland (B). 
Depressions smaller than the tectonic threshold but deeper than 850 m are marked in pink and, in Antarctica, 
these are closely associated with rift basins. 
The quality control criteria used to create the smaller metric dataset (Fig. 6) mean this sample 
represents only 12% and 3% of mapped depressions in Antarctica and Greenland, respectively (Table 
1). Excluded are a large number of depressions that exhibit circular or complex morphologies that 
may be artefact depressions or real depressions that have evolved under former ice-sheet 
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configurations when ice flow was inconsistent with that today. Remaining depressions are located 
predominantly in regions of medium to high relief where ice flow is directed along trough- and fjord-
like valley systems that are indicative of glacial incision. These occur in the East Greenland mountain 
chain (Fig. 6B) and the Lambert Rift system, the Gamburtsev Mountains, and the West Antarctic Rift 
System (Fig. 6A), as well as in troughs that cross-cut high topography near the margins of both ice 
sheets, including the Transantarctic Mountains. This represents a common context for overdeepening 
formation (cf. Cook and Swift, 2012) and the context of high surrounding relief is further highlighted 
by a significant proportion of these features being classified as topographically confined (Table 1). A 
glacial origin for all these features is therefore highly probable. Other depressions are located in 
regions of lower relief in the ice sheet interiors that may not have a wholly glacial origin, but their 
concordance with present ice flow indicates that glacial modification is likely. 
 
Figure 6. Depressions used in the metric dataset. Black depressions are the subset classified as topographically 
confined (i.e. those depressions where the mean relief within a small (20 km) buffer of the depression perimeter 
exceeds 500 m; cf. Patton et al., 2015). 
3.2 Size and morphology of overdeepenings 
Key metrics derived from the ‘overdeepening morphology’ dataset are summarised in Figure 7 
(summary statistics are presented in Table S1). Full distributions of values for a variety of metrics are 
shown in Figure 8 and relationships between various metrics are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
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Figure 7. Cartoons showing median measured values for overdeepenings in Greenland and Antarctica 
derived from the metric dataset. Dimensions are drawn to a relative scale and using 10x vertical 
exaggeration. See Table 2 for mean and standard deviation values. 
 
Figure 8.  Histograms showing the distributions of metrics for depressions that pass quality control criteria in 
Antarctica and Greenland. Red plots are for the subsets of overdeepenings that are classified as topographically 
confined. A star above the end bin indicates all data beyond this value are grouped into the final bin. 
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3.2.1 General size and form 
Dimensional statistics are dominantly positively skewed, with preferred (i.e. modal) and median 
values being typically lower than the respective mean values. The near-complete absence of 
depressions with width 0–2.5 km (Fig. 8B) and absence of those with lengths < 5km (Fig. 8A) and 
depths < 40 m (Fig. 8D) reflects our quality control criteria (above). Key observations include: 
1. Preferred values for most metrics, including depth (Fig. 8D), elongation ratio (Fig. 8G), and 
asymmetry (Fig. 8E), are notably similar for Greenland and Antarctic overdeepenings. 
2. Overdeepenings in Antarctica are slightly larger, notably in width (Fig. 8B), with mean values 
for length and width in Antarctica being around double those for Greenland, and median values 
are ~ 50% larger, respectively (Table S1).  
3. Longest overdeepenings occurring close to sea level and length generally shortens with 
increasing lip elevation (Fig. 9A). Few overdeepenings exceed 100 km in length. Those 
exceeding this value occur largely in Antarctica in areas near the ice sheet margins. 
4. Depth value distributions for both ice sheets are similar (Fig. 8D), with preferred depth being 
~50–200 m (median ~170 m). Values exhibit a long tail, but only 8% and 7% of 
overdeepenings in Antarctica and Greenland exceed 500 m depth, respectively. There is no 
clear relation between depth and lip elevation (Fig. 9B), though topographically confined 
depressions in Greenland that are mainly located in areas of high elevation along the eastern 
coast (Fig. 6) exhibit deeper values than many that are at or near to sea level. 
5.  Overdeepening frequency in general diminishes with altitude (i.e. lip elevation; Fig 9A). In 
Greenland 77% of overdeepenings occur at or above sea level, whereas 60% in Antarctica are 
at or below sea level, including a great many located in the West Antarctic Rift System (Fig. 4).  
3.2.2 Allometry 
Elongation value distributions for Antarctica and Greenland are similar (Fig. 8G): median values are 
~3.3–3.4 (Table S1) and few overdeepenings have extreme values. Scatter plots (Fig. 10) thus show 
strong correlation between overdeepening length and width (Fig. 10A). Correlation between depth 
and other measures of overdeepening size (Figs. 10B-H) is weaker but all correlations are significant 
(Table S3). Notably, best-fit lines for relationships between depth and many other variables (Fig. 10) 
(excluding total length and adverse slope gradient; Fig 10D&F) show that the topographically 
confined subset of overdeepenings is consistently deeper than those classified as unconfined.  
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Figure 9. Lip elevation distribution and relationship to A: length and B: depth. Grey symbols are for the smaller 
subset of topographically confined depressions. 
 
Figure 10. Relationships between overdeepening width and length, and between various size metrics (surface 
area, width, length, and adverse slope length) and depth. Darker symbols show the relationship for the smaller 
subset of topographically confined depressions. All relationships are significant at p < 0.05 in log-log space. The 
darker fit-line indicates that topographically confined depressions are consistently deeper than non-confined 
depressions. In H the x-axis is shown on a non-log scale and the same data is shown in G using a log scale. Only 
the latter relationship was tested for significance. 
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3.2.3 Profile asymmetry 
Asymmetry is here reported as the relative position of the deepest point on the long profile, where 0 is 
the mid-point of the long-profile, –100% is the inflow point (or overdeepening ‘head’), and +100% is 
the outflow (i.e. lip). A value of –50% indicates that the overdeepening is asymmetric, with the 
deepest point situated midway between the inflow point and the profile midpoint. Values for 
Antarctica and Greenland show that the deepest point is most commonly skewed towards the 
overdeepening head (Fig. 8E), though asymmetry is greater in Greenland, with median values being –
20.7% and –22.0% for Antarctica and Greenland, respectively. 
3.2.4 Adverse slope and the adverse slope to surface slope relation 
Adverse slope length distributions show no preferred peak (Fig. 8H), being curtailed at 5 km as a 
result of the quality control criteria. Distributions for adverse slope gradient and the adverse slope to 
surface slope relation nevertheless show clear preferred peaks (Fig.8 I&J). The preferred peak in 
adverse bed gradient for Antarctica is at a slightly shallower gradient than for Greenland (Fig. 8J), and 
for both ice sheets the gradient is steeper for overdeepenings classed as topographically confined 
(Fig.8I) (see below). However, preferred adverse slope to surface slope relation values demonstrate 
the reverse pattern, with a slightly higher relation being preferred for Antarctica (approximately -2 to -
3) than in Greenland (approximately -1 to -1.5) (Fig.8J). Both settings show a sudden decline in 
adverse slope to surface slope relation values at -3 (Fig.8J) that is particularly notable for Greenland.  
3.2.5 Topographic confinement 
Topographically confined depressions are skewed towards deeper values (Fig. 8D; Fig. 10). Preferred 
values are 175–400 m for Greenland (median 296 m) and 100–350 m for Antarctica (median 233 m) 
(Table S1). As a result, they typically have steeper adverse slopes (Fig. 8I), with Greenland examples 
exhibiting the steepest slopes. Nevertheless, topographically confined overdeepenings exhibit the 
same preferred adverse slope to surface slope relation as their non-confined counterparts (Fig. 8J). 
3.2.6 Thermal regime 
Erosion by cold-based ice is improbable but overdeepenings are found beneath areas of the Antarctic 
ice sheet that presently meet this condition (as mapped by Pattyn (2010); see Fig. S2). Such 
overdeepenings must have been formed during warmer conditions and have likely had less time to 
evolve than those in other areas. Depressions that do not lie entirely within areas of cold or warm bed 
regime were excluded. Distributions of metrics for those that remain exhibit some differences in 
preferred values (Fig. 11; Table S2), and these indicate that depressions under warm-based ice are 
deeper and possibly shorter with slightly steeper adverse-slope gradients. A notable difference in 
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preferred lip elevation (Fig. 11D) predictably shows that cold-based areas are typically located at 
higher elevations where ice is thinner.  
 
Figure 11. Distributions of metrics for Antarctic overdeepenings classified according to modelled subglacial 
temperature regime. Red: overdeepenings in cold-based thermal regimes; Grey: overdeepenings in cold-based 
thermal regimes. 
3.2.7 Ice sheet-specific similarities and contrasts 
Median values show that overdeepenings, on average, are notably longer in Antarctica (~ 23 km) than 
Greenland (~ 17 km), and are also wider (at ~ 7 km versus ~ 5 km, respectively) (Table S1; Fig. 7; 
Fig. 8A and B). In addition, Antarctic overdeepenings also exhibit a more pronounced ‘tail’ of values 
with widths greater than 15 km, and surface area values are generally larger as a result (Fig. 8C). 
However, depths and adverse slope gradients are similar for the two ice sheets (Fig. 8D), except for a 
slight skew toward steeper gradients (Fig. 8I) in Greenland due to their generally smaller planform 
size (above). Preferred lip elevation is similar for both ice sheets at around –100 to 200m, though 
Antarctica shows a second preferred lip elevation at ~ –400 to –500 m a.s.l. (Fig. 8A).  
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Overdeepening distribution 
The mapped set of depressions (Fig. 4) shows that overdeepening is widespread in both Antarctica 
and Greenland, and indicates that they occupy several common landscape or ice sheet contexts.  
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1.  Depressions are associated with trough systems that dissect high topography near ice sheet 
margins. There are abundant examples on the east and west margins of Greenland (Fig. 4A), 
and in Antarctica. Notable examples in Antarctica are the Recovery Glacier and Slessor Glacier 
troughs and troughs crossing the Transantarctic Mountain chain (Fig. 4B).  
2. Depressions are associated with major outlet glacier and ice stream systems that extend deep 
into the ice sheet interiors but are not necessarily in regions of high topography. For example, 
numerous individual depressions occur beneath Jakobshavn Isbræ and its tributaries in western 
Greenland (Fig. 4A), and in the Lambert and Siple Coast regions of Antarctica (Fig. 4B). 
3. Depressions occur in palaeo-trough systems in the interior regions of the ice sheets. Notable 
examples occur in Antarctica within the Gamburtsev Range and the highlands surrounding the 
Aurora subglacial basin (Fig. 4B). Some examples are also found in central East Greenland 
(Fig. 4A) in troughs that may have been active at a time in ice sheet history when ice flowed to 
the west from a smaller ice sheet situated on the East Greenland Mountains.  
4. Depressions are present within the interior of the ice sheets in areas of low relief and low 
elevation, which in Antarctica includes depressions within major ‘tectonic’ subglacial basins, 
such as the Wilkes Basin, and within the deep topography of the West Antarctic Rift System 
that lies beneath the marine West Antarctic Ice Sheet, particularly so beneath ice inland from 
the Siple Coast area (Fig. 4B). 
5.  A number of major cross-shelf depressions occur beyond the present Greenland ice sheet limit. 
These extend from the mouths of notable fjord systems, including Uummannaq Fjord in the 
West and Kangerdlussuaq Fjord in the East (Fig. 4A) (cf. Batchelor and Dowdeswell, 2014). 
Examples are also present in Antarctica, including Marguerite Bay (Livingstone et al. 2012) 
Fig. 4B). 
The association of overdeepenings with topographically constrained outlet-glacier systems and their 
tributaries is common in palaeo ice sheet contexts (e.g.Cook and Swift, 2012). The location of such 
systems probably reflects the location of pre-existing fluvial drainage systems that steered initial ice 
flow and became deeply incised as a result of erosion-steering feedbacks (e.g. Jamieson and Sugden 
2008; Kessler et al., 2008; Thomson et al. 2013). However, overdeepenings in Antarctica and 
Greenland are also frequent in interior basins and offshore shelf areas. Those in interior basins, 
particularly in Antarctica, include many examples where topographically confined ice flow may have 
occurred at or near the margins of smaller ice sheet configurations during earlier ice sheet history (e.g. 
Young et al., 2011), and such types can be produced by simple numerical ice-erosion models (e.g. 
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Herman et al., 2011; Kessler et al., 2008). Other examples, including those offshore, indicate 
formation beneath areas of diffluent ice flow, or at least flow under very little topographic constraint, 
many of which appear to have been the location of fast-flowing palaeo ice streams. Notable examples 
are those on the Greenland shelf (Fig. 4), including a highly elongate cross-shelf overdeepening at 
Kangerdlugssuaq fjord in southeast Greenland, and within and inland of the Siple Coast area of 
Antarctica (Fig. 4). These ‘diffluent’ overdeepenings are difficult to reproduce in current ice-erosion 
models (e.g. Eghom et al. 2012) and indicate that positive feedbacks can sustain focussed erosion 
even where obvious lateral topographic constraints are absent.  
Other key controls are likely to be thermal regime, crustal structure and lithology because these 
influence the efficacy of subglacial erosion processes. As observed above, overdeepenings in cold-
based regions probably developed during warmer periods in ice sheet history. Crustal structure and 
lithology is likely to influence trough and overdeepening distribution through the presence or 
otherwise of geological weaknesses and variation in rock strength (Glasser and Ghiglione, 2009; 
Swift et al., 2008). Deep depressions in Antarctica are particularly associated with rift systems, for 
example, beneath the Filchner Ice Shelf (Jordan et al., 2013), at Byrd Glacier (Stump et al., 2006) and 
the in Lambert/Amery system (Harrowfield et al., 2005) (Fig. 5A), which may indicate that 
overdeepening is most efficacious in areas of faulted bedrock (cf. Lloyd, 2015). In Greenland, whilst 
it is possible that the overdeepened Jakobshavn Isbræ fjord and catchment is somehow associated 
with transient Palaeocene rifting (cf. Lundin and Dore, 2005), the majority of the deepest depressions 
are instead located in areas of high elevation that are generally of resistant bedrock. Previous work has 
indicated that resistive bedrock leads to the erosion of narrower glacial troughs with deeper 
overdeepenings (Augustinus, 1992b; Swift et al., 2008), which may explain the concentration of deep 
overdeepenings in, for example, the Eastern Greenland Mountains. 
4.2 Overdeepening morphology and evolution 
4.2.1 General form 
Relationships between depth and other measures of overdeepening size show substantial scatter (Fig. 
10). This is consistent with the limitations of the source datasets (cf. Patton et al., 2015), and weaker 
relationships for Greenland depressions may reflect the limited sample size. Nonetheless relationships 
are statistically significant (Table S3) and indicate growth of overdeepenings is broadly allometric and 
preferred values indicate broadly similar morphologies. This indicates an intrinsically similar process 
of origin and evolution influenced by local environmental controls. Scatter and distribution plots 
indicate the influence of several local factors on overdeepening size:  
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1. Elevation. The hypsometry of the Antarctic landmass means pre-glacial (and therefore glacial) 
catchment sizes are larger than in Greenland. Also associated with larger catchment areas are 
larger U-shaped valley sizes (Augustinus, 1992a; Haynes, 1972) and longer trunk-valley 
systems that mean overdeepening growth may be less restricted in Antarctica. For example, 
many overdeepened Antarctic ice stream beds reach far into the ice-sheet interior (e.g. Le 
Brocq et al., 2008). Catchments at higher elevations are typically smaller and have less space to 
accommodate overdeepening growth, and are also likely to have lower ice fluxes. 
2. Relationship to sea level. Deepening of depressions below sea level must at some point cease 
because the ice will approach floatation, thus preventing further erosion, and because, in 
successive glaciations, glacial conditions of a progressively greater intensity are required for ice 
to re-advance into and re-excavate the basin (cf. Cook and Swift, 2012). Plots of overdeepening 
length versus lip elevation (Fig. 9) certainly show that the longest overdeepenings are situated 
around sea level, implying that overdeepenings grow mainly by headward erosion when bed 
erosion reaches below sea level.  
3. Topographic confinement. Confinement of ice flow appears to lead to greater overdeepening 
depth, whereas length and width appear unaffected (Figs. 8). This factor seems to be more 
influential for Greenland overdeepenings than for those in Antarctica. This suggests several 
possible mechanisms. First, it is possible that topographic focussing of ice flow is more 
effective at enhancing erosion in Greenland because of the increased sliding and flushing rates 
promoted by the penetration of surface melt to the bed (e.g. Zwally et al., 2002). Second, it is 
possible that lithological differences promote erosion of deeper troughs and overdeepenings in 
Greenland than in Antarctica (Augustinus, 1992b; Swift et al., 2008). 
4. Thermal regime. There is a slight increase in depth of overdeepenings beneath warm-based ice 
in Antarctica. This is consistent with the assumption that overdeepenings beneath cold-based 
ice have had less time for growth or that, when conditions favouring erosion do occur in these 
locations, they are less favourable than for other areas.  
4.2.2 Interpretation of long-profile asymmetry 
The potential process significance of overdeepening long-profile morphology has been highlighted by 
Cook and Swift (2012) because: (i) erosion by means of abrasion, which is enhanced by flushing and 
the accumulation of material for bedrock erosion, should be focussed toward the overdeepening lip; 
(ii) quarrying should be focussed at the overdeepening head (although abrasion is also likely to be 
important here too as a result of the local steepening of the bed profile; and (iii) deposition is more 
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likely to occur on the adverse slope as a result of changes in drainage transmissivity, and this may 
stabilise adverse slope gradient (cf. Hooke, 1991).  
Our relatively crude measure of overdeepening asymmetry indicates that overdeepening evolution by 
headwall erosion is predominant, either because positive feedbacks enhance erosion on the normal 
slope, or because negative feedbacks act to stabilise the gradient of the adverse slope. The former 
implicates quarrying (or at least headwall erosion) as the dominant process in overdeepening 
evolution. However, the quarrying related feedback envisaged by Hooke (1991) depends on surface 
melt, implying that Antarctic overdeepenings are relict features characteristic of a warmer climatic 
regime. An alternative mechanism is that localised steepening of the bed (cf. Herman et al., 2011) 
may enable abrasion to play a similar role in Antarctic overdeepening evolution, or it is possible that 
pressure reduction in the lee of the overdeepening head motivates quarrying here by stimulating 
refreezing of water moving subglacially, which may entrain sediment without limit (Hooke, R. LeB., 
pers. comm.). These alternative mechanisms indicate that it is stabilisation of the gradient of the 
adverse slope that is most important, and therefore support the existence of a threshold adverse slope 
to surface slope relation that results in sediment deposition on the adverse slope. Nonetheless, Figure 
12 shows that steepest adverse slope gradients occur in median-sized overdeepenings (e.g. by median 
length or width), and this indicates that overdeepening size in general, in addition to the threshold 
relation, may exert a control on depth (this is explored more fully below). 
4.2.3 Interpretation of the controls on overdeepening depth  
The preference for relatively shallow overdeepening depths (Fig. 8D) implies that few overdeepenings 
attain maximum possible depths. There are several possible explanations for this that relate to the 
timing and mechanisms of overdeepening initiation. First, abundant small depressions may represent 
relict landforms that relate to periods of ‘minimum’ glaciation, and have been subsequently preserved 
under areas of non-erosive ice. This is unlikely, though, because overdeepenings in trough contexts, 
where rates of glacial erosion are high, constitute the majority of overdeepenings in the dataset. 
Second, it is possible that there has not been sufficient time. This also unlikely because of the location 
of many overdeepenings in troughs where process rates should be relatively high. Third, 
overdeepenings could arise from an instability in ice flow, as envisaged by Mazo (1989), meaning 
overdeepenings may be a feature of the glacier beds in much the same way as pool-riffle sequences 
occur in fluvial beds, and these may migrate down- or up-flow, with larger examples only occurring 
in rare circumstances where other notable feedbacks are present. Fourth, ice-bed irregularity 
feedbacks (Hooke, 1991) may lose their efficacy as overdeepenings become larger, such that minor 
bed irregularities are enhanced in preference to larger, existing overdeepenings.  
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More plausible explanations relate to the possibility that the rate of growth of overdeepening depth 
slows over time as a result of negative feedbacks. Strong preferred values for the adverse slope to 
surface slope relation (Fig. 8J) indicate a possible control on overdeepening depth imposed by the 
proposed switch in drainage transmissivity that occurs when this relation exceeds a threshold. 
However, preferred values exhibited by our dataset are larger than the ‘classic’ threshold of -1.6, and 
many values greatly exceed this threshold. Such values are permissible using the modified relation 
presented by Werder (2016), which corrects for water pressure below overburden downstream of the 
overdeepening lip, but the validity of this assumption in the context of Antarctic overdeepenings is 
unclear: Antarctic subglacial drainage morphology remains poorly understood, and the absence of 
surface melt, and the prevalence of marine ice-margins, implies that drainage is predominantly 
distributed and that basal water pressures are not widely below overburden. In addition the usefulness 
of the adverse slope to surface slope relation for understanding overdeepening initiation and growth is 
limited by the unknown timing of Quaternary overdeepening formation – meaning ice geometry 
during formation is also unknown – and by co-evolution of the ice surface slope as a result of reduced 
basal drag in overdeepenings due to till deposition and high basal water pressure. 
 
Figure 12. Scatterplots of adverse slope gradient versus width and length.  
Consideration of adverse slope gradient instead avoids the complexities introduced by co-evolution of 
the ice surface gradient. Adverse slope gradient values also demonstrate strong preferred peaks (Fig. 
8I) and relationships between measures of overdeepening size and adverse slope gradient (e.g. Fig. 
12A&B) imply a slowing of the rate of growth of overdeepening depth once a critical size threshold is 
reached, most notably for widths larger than 10 km. In other words, gradients are steepest for median-
sized overdeepenings, and the largest overdeepenings exhibit gradients that are lower than the 
preferred peak. This again supports a slowing of the rate of growth of overdeepening depth as a result 
of negative feedbacks, but implies that these are influenced not only by adverse slope gradient but 
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also overdeepening size. Two reasons are plausible. First, insights into the development of 
equilibrium U-shaped valley forms obtained by Harbor (1992) indicate that the rate of widening of the 
overdeepening may decrease as it begins to impinge on the steeper sides of the U-shaped valley 
profile, where erosion potential is lower. Maintenance of the U-shape would then slow erosion at the 
overdeepening base but not prevent continued erosion at the overdeepening head and lip, thus 
permitting lengthening of the overdeepening and diminution of the adverse slope (Fig. 13A). In this 
scenario, the slightly larger size of overdeepenings in Antarctica might reflect the larger size of glacial 
catchments and larger valley widths. Second, increasing overdeepening size may cause a slowing of 
growth of overdeepening depth because a growing volume of sediment must be transported along the 
adverse slope (Fig. 13B&C), meaning the sediment that must be transported may overwhelm the 
capacity of available mechanisms. Evacuation of sediment from the floor of overdeepenings, which is 
necessary for further deepening, is then only likely to occur during episodes of glacier retreat when 
steep ice-surface gradients and strong melt promote steep hydraulic gradients. 
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Figure 13 (on previous page). Possible factors of influence on overdeepening depth and width that result in non-
linear growth of depth, width and length. We do not assume that overdeepenings are necessarily U-shaped and 
assume that positive erosion feedbacks might initiate overdeepenings of non-U form. A. Slower ice flow near 
the valley margins causes the slowing of growth depth and width relative to overdeepening length. B and C: 
Growth of depth slows and depth ultimately stabilises because evacuation of sediment from the growing basin 
along the adverse slope exceeds the capacity of available sediment transport pathways, which causes sediment 
to be deposited within the basin. Width may continue to grow but this will be limited by valley width. Length 
continues to grow by headward erosion because freeze-on at the head entrains eroded material into the ice and 
hence headward growth is limited only by the catchment size. Headward growth of length may permit further 
deepening by reducing the adverse slope gradient, but the rate of deepening continues to slows due to the 
sediment evacuation constraints described above. Hence longer overdeepenings in the metric dataset have 
shallower adverse slope gradients than medium-sized overdeepenings (see text). 
4.2.4 Formation and evolution model 
Cook and Swift (2012) concluded that mass-balance feedbacks and the limitations imposed by 
adverse slopes on subglacial water flow should cause glacier beds to grade toward a uniformly 
overdeepened long-profile (which might be termed an ‘equilibrium’ bed profile) that is dictated by the 
balance between the sediment transporting capacity by available mechanisms and the sediment 
supplied by erosion locally and upglacier. Whether such a balanced condition exists in nature is 
unknown, although large basins beneath the West Antarctic Ice Sheet that extend deeply into the ice 
sheet interior (cf. Joughin and Alley, 2011) and may approach this condition to an extent. Elsewhere, 
it is likely that the complexity of processes involved in overdeepening initiation and evolution mean 
that bed morphology is typically highly complex.  
The results of our study imply that this complexity can be explained by the stages of evolution shown 
in a simple conceptual model (Fig. 14). In this model, positive erosion feedbacks related to bed 
steepness, such as increased rates of abrasion motivated by faster sliding (e.g. Herman et al., 2011) 
and increased rates of quarrying motivated by both faster sliding and (where available) surface melt 
delivery (i.e. Hooke, 1991), initiate the growth of multiple overdeepenings in glacier beds. Positive 
feedbacks acting at overdeepening heads and negative ones acting on adverse slopes mean individual 
overdeepenings erode headward and coalesce (Fig. 14). Something akin to a uniform graded profile 
(cf. Cook and Swift) (Fig. 14F) may evolve in very mature and deeply eroded landscapes where there 
has been sufficient time for intervening bedrock highs (i.e. riegels) – if originally present – to have 
become denuded sufficiently for child overdeepenings to have fully coalesced. 
This model explains our frequent observations of overdeepening nesting, and the tendency for 
individual child basins and parent basins to be asymmetric, with the deepest point occurring towards 
the overdeepening head. This pattern is likely to be most applicable to major outlet glacier systems. In 
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the ice sheet interior, erosion potential is likely to decline because of slower basal sliding rates and the 
reduced volume of subglacial (and, in Greenland, surface) water. In addition, an appealing aspect of 
our model is that it potentially accounts for shallower observed adverse slope gradients in Antarctica 
because Antarctic conditions – notably the absence of subglacially routed surface melt – imply lower 
capacities of sediment transport pathways and slower process rates at the bed. 
 
Figure 14. A conceptual model of overdeepening evolution in ice sheet settings. The diagrams show the surface 
and bed of a topographically constrained outlet glacier along a ~100 km flow-parallel profile from the terminus. 
Initial bed irregularities (A) are amplified by bed-steepness (and, in Greenland, hydrological) feedbacks (B) that 
enhance sliding (arrows) and erosion at the overdeepening head; in addition, erosion at the head, particularly 
quarrying, produces debris that is used to abrade the adverse slope. As overdeepenings enlarge, sedimentation 
occurs on the adverse slopes (C), stabilising or slowing overdeepening depth, but permitting headward erosion. 
In addition, reduced subglacial drainage system transmissivity, leading to high basal water pressures and the 
deposition of a deformable sediment layer, reduce basal drag and cause a flattening of the ice surface above the 
overdeepening. Erosion becomes focused upon headwalls and the bedrock highs between overdeepenings (D) 
causing overdeepenings to merge, which may allow some evacuation of sediment from upglacier 
overdeepenings (E) that aids stabilisation of downglacier overdeepenings. The tendency will be for 
overdeepenings to be asymmetric and for upglacier overdeepenings to attain deeper profiles. Achievement of a 
uniform overdeepened-bed profile (F) (cf. Cook and Swift 2012) occurs only in very mature settings. 
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4.3 Timing and timescales of overdeepening evolution 
Similarity of ‘preferred values’ for overdeepenings in Greenland and Antarctica, despite the differing 
time periods of glaciation of their landscapes, indicates that overdeepenings reach such 
‘characteristic’ dimensions within a maximum timeframe of ~ 2 to 3 million years (the period of 
glaciation in Greenland and also the time period for which regions of now cold-based ice in 
Antarctica are assumed to have undergone initial, warm-based glaciation; e.g. Bo et al., 2009). As 
such, the results indicate a minimum erosion rate of 0.1 mm per year for a 200 m deep overdeepening, 
after which the rate of growth may in fact slow. This rate is entirely plausible, being an order of 
magnitude less than inferred rates of Quaternary ice sheet erosion of crystalline bedrock in 
Fennoscandia (e.g. Dowdeswell et al., 2010). However, this approach to erosion rate estimation has 
severe limitations, and a lack of age constraints means it is possible that even deep features may also 
have formed over similar (or even shorter) timescales if processes, or external controls such as 
lithology, allow far greater erosion rates in certain key locations. The heterogeneity of total subglacial 
erosion since the first glacial inception in Antarctica best reflects this, with modelled estimates 
ranging from 200 m in the ice-sheet interior to 2800 m within coastal troughs (Jamieson et al., 2010). 
Such divergent rates of erosion are consistent with field observations from present-day glaciers 
(Hallet et al., 1996). 
The limited depth of overdeepenings in Antarctica and Greenland, which supports a ‘slowing of 
growth’ of overdeepening depth with age, contrasts with frequent observation of overdeepenings with 
depths > 1000 m elsewhere in the Quaternary record. For example, overdeepenings of the Swiss 
Alpine foreland (Preusser et al., 2010) regularly exceed 1000 m in depth below local base level, and 
such depths are common for Norwegian fjords (e.g. Holtedahl, 1967).  It is possible that subglacial 
bed topography datasets underestimate the depth of the deepest overdeepenings because airborne 
radar surveys do not always resolve the ice-bed position where ice is particularly thick (Neil Ross, 
pers. comm.) or where subglacial lakes are present, but this cannot explain the strong preference for 
depths of ~ 200 to 300 m. Instead, it is possible that growth of overdeepening depth is more rapid in 
regions that are only occupied by ice during full glacial conditions, because repeated ice expansion 
and deglaciation is likely to lead to more frequent flushing of sediment from overdeepening floors. 
Notably, deglaciation is likely to lead to greater runoff from ice sheets, much of which will be routed 
via the bed, and a retreating ice margin will result in locally steeper ice surface gradients that drive 
steeper hydraulic gradients and, therefore, larger sediment transporting capacities. In contrast, in 
stable ice sheet settings, reduced drainage system transmissivity and sedimentation within 
overdeepenings is likely to reduce basal drag, leading to the flattening of the ice surface above and 
therefore a further reduction in the capacities of sediment transport pathways. 
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4.4 Limitations of datasets and metrics 
The insights permitted by present datasets are subject to many limitations. Nonetheless, the sample 
sizes permitted by current data are sufficient for broad characteristics of overdeepening morphology 
and distribution to be discerned. Notably, distributions for many metrics demonstrate strong preferred 
values (e.g. Fig. 11) that are significantly larger than the minimum limits set by quality control 
criteria. This indicates that artefact depressions do not have a significant influence on the distribution 
shape. In addition, in many instances, the appearance of a preferred distribution peak is stronger for 
topographically confined depressions, for which a glacial origin is considered to be even more secure.  
Another issue that our quality control criteria have tried to address is the long history of glaciation in 
Greenland and Antarctica, which raises the possibility that present landscape features were formed 
under ice sheet conditions that were substantially different. Notably, the cold-based regime of much 
of the Antarctic ice sheet since ~ 14 Ma has resulted in strong contrasts in the rates of glacial erosion 
(Jamieson et al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2013) that appear to have preserved many features from earlier 
in ice sheet history (Jamieson et al., 2014), and in Quaternary contexts such preservation appears to be 
common (e.g. Bierman et al., 2014; Davis et al., 2006; Goodfellow, 2007). For example, landscape 
features characteristic of temperate valley glaciation are preserved in the Gamburtsev Mountains, 
which are believed to have experienced erosive, warm-based conditions for only 2 million years (Bo 
et al., 2009; Rose et al. 2013). This issue is again addressed by the elongation criteria, which excludes 
features discordant with present ice flow. Further, most overdeepenings in our dataset are associated 
with glacial valley and trough settings and therefore warm-based, fast-flowing, erosive ice (Cook and 
Swift, 2012) in which ice flow direction is likely to have been stable over many glacial cycles. 
Finally, a challenge for future studies that aim to go further than we have done and relate 
overdeepening morphology to current ice sheet parameters is the extent to which processes that drive 
overdeepening formation operate sufficiently rapidly for overdeepening form to reflect current 
conditions imposed by today’s ice sheet configuration. Erosion under warm-based ice conditions near 
the ice sheet margins has deepened many valleys by up to 2800 m, implying active erosion and 
sediment transport in these locations that should mitigate this problem. As a result, further confidence 
in the reliability of overdeepening metrics can again be achieved through focus on only those 
depressions where ice flow is topographically confined. Nonetheless, the timescales required for 
subglacial processes to adjust overdeepening morphology in response to changes in ice sheet forces 
are unknown. For Antarctica in particular, potentially slower rates of subglacial erosion and sediment 
transport may result in overdeepening morphologies remaining in disequilibrium. Given expectations 
that erosion and therefore landscape evolution is most rapid during early glacial cycles (cf. Koppes 
and Montgomery, 2009) at a time when the ice sheet was warmer, this implies that many features 
could reflect conditions that have prevailed early in ice sheet history.  
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5. CONCLUSION 
Empirical data on overdeepening morphology and locations are much needed to advance 
understanding of ice sheet and landscape evolution processes. Knowledge of the processes that 
influence overdeepening depth and morphology is particularly needed because of its significance for 
(i) glacier and ice sheet stability, (ii) engineering applications, such as the long-term geological 
disposal of nuclear waste, and (iii) glacial and post-glacial evolution of topography (Cook and Swift, 
2012). Data are also required to facilitate the testing of numerical ice-erosion models that permit 
investigation of ice-erosion feedbacks and instabilities that are produced by slow erosion processes 
occurring over thousands of years. Recent advances in such models justify the collection of high-
quality data, including the increasingly sophisticated parameterisation of coupled transport and 
erosion processes (Egholm et al., 2012; Melanson et al., 2013) and the incorporation of higher order 
ice-sheet models capable of simulating ice flow at smaller length scales on steeper beds (Egholm et 
al., 2011; Pelletier et al., 2010).  
Our mapping of topography beneath the present ice sheets confirms the ubiquity of overdeepenings in 
glaciated landscapes and provides new process insights. In addition, we highlight the potential 
advances that could be made using similar large datasets, notably because overdeepening location and 
morphology can be related directly to measurable ice sheet parameters, such as surface velocity (e.g. 
Patton et al., 2015). However, the limitations of present datasets necessitate strict quality control and 
limit the certainty of the insights that can be achieved.  
Key observations from our dataset may be summarised as follows:  
1. Overdeepenings beneath both ice sheets demonstrate strong morphological and dimensional 
similarities, although Antarctic overdeepenings tend toward larger values. The latter possibly 
reflects differences in the timescales of glaciation between the two continents, but potentially 
also the generally larger valley widths and catchment sizes of Antarctic outlet glaciers. 
2. Overdeepening depth is skewed toward relatively low values of 200 to 300 m and median 
overdeepening depth in Greenland and Antarctica is very similar (around 170 m). Only a small 
proportion of overdeepenings beneath both ice sheets (around 8%) exceed 500 m depth.  
3. Strong preferred values for width, length and depth indicate allometric growth of 
overdeepenings, although preference for relatively shallow depths and relationships between 
adverse slope gradient and overdeepening size indicate a ‘slowing of overdeepening growth’, 
particularly in terms of depth, with overdeepening size or maturity. 
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4. Topographic confinement exerts a significant additional control on overdeepening depth, with 
median depth values for confined overdeepenings being greater by 66 m and 123 m for 
overdeepenings in Antarctica and Greenland, respectively. 
5. Overdeepening morphology is asymmetric, with the deepest point skewed toward the 
overdeepening head. In addition, the largest overdeepenings appear to have shallower adverse 
slopes, such that adverse slope is maximised for median-sized overdeepenings. 
6. Overdeepenings are widespread beneath both ice sheets, and, in excluding many depressions 
where bed data resolution is low, our dataset represents a conservative estimate of the aerial 
extent of glacial overdeepening. 
We interpret these observations to imply the following process-related conclusions: 
1. Overdeepening asymmetry supports headward erosion, most likely as a result of quarrying, as 
the principal process of overdeepening initiation and evolution. 
2. The observed ‘slowing of growth’ of overdeepening depth and the tendency for the largest 
overdeepenings to have shallower adverse slopes supports the existence of negative feedbacks 
related to hydrology and sediment transport that slow and stabilise overdeepening depth but do 
not necessarily restrict headward erosion and therefore overdeepening length. 
3.  In addition to the limitations placed by adverse slopes on subglacial water flow and their 
geomorphological implications, negative feedbacks that slow growth of depth may include the 
implications of increasing basin size for the volume of sediment that must be evacuated along 
the overdeepening adverse slope. 
4. Preference for relatively shallow overdeepening depths and similarity of overdeepening depth 
for the two ice sheets despite their contrasting ice sheet histories further supports the proposed 
existence of stabilising feedbacks.  
5. Slightly greater overdeepening depth and slightly steeper adverse slope gradients for 
topographically confined overdeepenings in Greenland versus those in Antarctica may arise 
from abundant surface melt, and possibly steeper ice surface gradients, that result in steeper 
subglacial hydraulic gradients that enhance sediment flushing. 
6. Focussing of ice flow enhances erosion potential and overdeepening depth, but the presence of 
overdeepenings in diffluent settings (e.g. across continental shelf areas) and frequent nesting of 
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overdeepenings supports the presence of positive feedback factors. For example, conditions that 
promote fast ice flow are likely to be responsible for overdeepenings that cross shelf areas that 
are far beyond the confining topography associated with their upstream outlet glacier systems. 
7. The distribution of mapped depressions beneath large swathes of cold-based ice implies that 
many overdeepenings are relict features, but a great many Antarctic overdeepenings are located 
in areas of deep glacial incision and fast ice flow, and this implies that erosion and sediment 
transfer rates in these locations may be comparable to those in Greenland. Elsewhere in 
Antarctica, the exact timing of overdeepening formation may be difficult to constrain, and 
recent, colder conditions may have further slowed subglacial erosion rates. 
8. Evidence for a ‘slowing of growth’ means that ‘mature’ overdeepenings that are more useful 
for determining maximum limits to overdeepening depth are underrepresented in the dataset, 
and that erosion rates are difficult to infer using only morphological data. We speculate that 
the deepest overdeepenings are likely to form in locations where frequent climatic oscillations 
causing repeated glaciation allows locally steep hydraulic gradients during deglacial periods to 
fully evacuate sediment from deepening basins. 
9. The wide variety of contexts of overdeepening formation, including diffluent settings, indicates 
possibly different origins. Unfortunately, those in shelf areas identified in this study constitute a 
sample that is too small to permit statistical investigation. Further work is required to solve the 
far from trivial problem of classifying overdeepening landscape context, from which 
differences in overdeepening origin and evolution may yet be found. 
10. The presence of overdeepenings beneath fast flowing outlet glaciers and ice streams supports 
the idea that glaciological feedbacks associated with reverse bed slopes influence the flow 
mechanics and behaviour of these systems (cf. Cook and Swift, 2002). 
We recommend that future studies undertake further investigation of overdeepening morphology in 
relation to ice sheet mass balance gradient and modelled ice sheet history (e.g. Golledge et al., 2013) 
as this is likely to provide more robust estimates of the time and conditions necessary to excavate 
overdeepenings of given size. 
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